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I. INTRODUCTION

Realtek Semiconductor Corporation submits this response to the questions in the Notice

of Commission Determination to Review a Final Initial Determination Finding a Violation of

Section 337 in Its Entirety, dated October 17, 2013.

II. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY THE COMMISSION

A. Questions 1-7.

Questions l-7 address the ’087 and ’663 patents, which Complainants did not assert

against Realtek.

B. 8. What record evidence supports or does not support the conclusion
that the ’958 patent is entitled to the July 30, 1996 priority date of
U.S. Patent No. 5,862,182?

1. Complainants failed to meet their burden of showing that any
asserted claim is entitled to the July 30, 1996, pre-filing
priority date because they never showed that support in an
earlier application exists for every element of those claims.

Complainants must “come forward with . . . evidence to prove entitlement to claim

priority to an earlier filing date.” PowerOasis, Inc. v. T-Mobile USA,lnc., 522 F.3d 1299, l305

06 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Claims of a patent application can claim the filing date of an earlier

application only ifthe earlier application provides 35 U.S.C. § l l2 support for the later claims.

Id. at I306. For the written description requirement of§ l l2, the disclosure must disclose all

limitations of the asserted claims, and “convey with reasonable clarity to those skilled in the art

that, as of the filing date sought, [the inventor] was in possession of the invention.” Id. (alteration

and emphasis in original). Complainants did not present evidence that U.S. Patent Application

No. 08/688,574, which issued as U.S. Patent No. 5,862,182, contained “all the limitations” ofthe

claims-in-issue, claims 22-26, 29, 32, and 35 of the ’958 patent, so those claims are not entitled

to an earlier priority date of July 30, 1996, the filing date ofthe ’182 patent.

l
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Complainants only offered evidence on five elements of the claims: “serial-to-parallel

converter,” “M>N,” “autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments,” “QPSK,”

and “scrambler.” Complainants’ Initial Posthearing Brief (hereinafter “Comp. PostHB”) at 32-35

(Apr. 29, 20l3). There is no evidence that the ’I 82 patent describes the remaining limitations,

e.g.,

a) “a modulator that chooses a code having N chips in response to the group of data
bits, the code being a member of a code set that includes M codes, wherein I\/I>N”
(claims 22, 29, 32, 35);

b) “wherein the code set derived from a complementary code that provides
autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments” (claims 22, 32);

c) “a mixer that modulates a carrier signal in accordance with the chosen code”
(claim 23);

d) “the mixer modulates the phase of at least one carrier signal in accordance with
the selected code” (claim 24);

e) “the phase of the at least one carrier signal is QPSK modulated in accordance
with the selected code” (claim 25);

I) “a scrambler for scrambling the group of data bits” (claim 26); and

g) “wherein the colnplemeiitary code is defined by the sequence ABAB‘, such that
A is a sequence ofelements and B is a sequence of elements and wherein B‘ is
derived by inverting all elements in the sequence B” (claims 29, 35).

See Comp. PostHB at 31-35.

Complainants had a difficult mountain to climb on this issue. First, the ’958 patent is a

continuation-in-part of the application that became the ’ l 82 patent, which means the ’958 patent

may have disclosure and claim elements that the ’182 patent lacks. JX-0003 (’958 patent) at l;

compare id. with CX-0878 ("I 32 patent); 37 C.F.R. I.53(a)(2). Second, Complainants stipulated

in an earlier district court litigation that the ’958 patent was only entitled to priority of its filing

date, April 22, I998. RX-I149 (Joint Pretrial Order), at 4, 9-I0. The stipulation was the result of

someunfortunate(forComplainants)facts.

2
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RX-1816C (van Nee - Invention DisclosureRm»atI-(RX-1788c <j
-Tr.) at27=22-3120,34:9-19.

On April 22, 1998, Complainant Agere (then Lucent) filed the ’958 patent application,

but did not claim priority to any earlier application, nor did it mention or incorporate by

reference the ’5'74application (or corresponding ’I82 patent). Compare JX-0004 (File History of

’958 Patent) at JX-00040008 with JX-0003 (’958 patent) at 1:4-l0. Years later, in January 2002,

Agere’s attorneys amended the ’958 patent application to claim priority to the ’574 application,

IX-0004 (File History for ’958 Patent) at

lll

JX-00040124, I36, I43, I45; RX-l788C Tr.) at 53:l7-54:4, 54:19-58:20.

RX-1788C Tr.) at

58:21-59:23; compare RX-I363 (’574 Application File History) at 837MEDIATEK0000lO478

10495 with JX-0004 (File History for ’958 Patent) at JX-00040008-.0034.

Agere’s attorneys had a different reason for amending the ’958 patent application and

seeking an earlier filing date. After Agere filed the ’958 patent application, the Institute for

Electrical and Electronics Engineering (“IEEE”) adopted the 802.1 lb standard, which refers to a

formula in the ’l82 patent. See RX-0019C (IEEE 802.l lb Standard) at 837RALINK000002663,

2712; RX-1363 (’574 Application File H.istory) at 837ME.DIATEK0000l0476, 10480. in 2002,

Complainants amended the ’958 patent application to incorporate the ’574 application and claim

3
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Prioritytothe19%da*@»— (RX-17880@
Tr.) at 53:17-54:4, 54:19-58:20), to try to make the ’958 patent relevant to the new standard.

That desire is not enough to justify a new filing date.

2. The ’958 patent is not entitled to the July 30, 1996, priority
date because the ’574 application lacks written description for
the asserted claims.

In addition to the claim limitations Complainants ignored, the only evidence they offered

to show support in the earlier application for the few limitations they did address was the

conclusory testimony of their expert, Dr. Katti. CX-l64l C (Katti Direct WS) at QA 128-44. This

is not sufficient. PowerOasis, 522 F.3d at l3l() (finding that “conclusory expert declaration was

not sufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact” regarding written description).

The record instead shows that the ’574 application docs not disclose several claim

limitations. Respondents’ Post-hearing Brief (hereinafter “Resp. PostHB”) at 51-54 (April 29,

2013); Respondents’ Reply Post-hearing Brief (hereinafter “Resp. PostHRB”) at 9-l3 (May 7,

2013).

a. The ’182 patent does not disclose “a modulator that
chooses a code having N chips in response to a group of
data bits, the code being a member of a code set that
includes M codes, wherein M>N.”

Each independent claim of the ’958 patent requires “a modulator that chooses a code

having N chips in response to the group of data bits, the code being a member of a code set that

includes M codes, wherein M>N.” The patties agreed that “M>N” means “the number of codes

in the set from which a selected code is chosen (M) must always exceed the number of bits in

each code of the set (N)," which the ALI adopted. See Final ID, at 180-81. The ’958 patent

teaches the use of an “extended code set” in an M-ary keying system, but the ’182 patent

describesadifferenttypeofmodulationsystem,OFDM(RX-l788C— Tr.)at

4
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58:21-59:23), and does not mention or describe an “extended code set” with the property M>N.

RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 291-94. Nor does it describe “a modulator that chooses a

code having N chips in response to the group of data bits, the code being a member of” such a

“code set.” Id.

The only support Complainants identified for the “M>N” limitation was “Matrix A in

column 4 of the ‘l82 patent,” which has “eight rows and four columns used to encode phases.”

Comp. PostHB at 33-34; Complainants’ Reply Posthearing Brief (hereinafter “Comp.

PostHRB”) at 96 (May 7, 2013). According to Complainants, the mere fact that Matrix A is an

8x4 matrix “explicitly discloses a set of codes in which the number of codewords is greater than

the code length.” Comp. PostHB at 33. Dr. Katti provided no support from the ’182 patent for his

conclusory opinion that this Matrix discloses the “M>N” limitation. CX-1641C (Katti Direct

WS) at QA l35. Matrix A, though, is not a code set with M codes of N chips and M>N. Instead,

it is an “encoding matrix” that describes a mathematical transformation showing how to encode

“M input phases, e.g., four phases . . . into N, e.g., eight, output phascs associated with respective

carrier signals.” CX-0878 ("I82 patent) at I134-39.Input phases are not codewords, and the

output phases are not chips, and nothing in the ’l 82 patent suggests they arc. Moreover, if they

were, M would be 4 and N would be 8, which is M<N, not the reverse. CX-0878 (’l82 patent) at

1:34-39; see also, Hg Tr. (Katti) at 1865:l 8-24 (confirming that Matrix A “tak[es] four phases

[M] as input and . . . producing a sequence of eight complex chips [N]”).

Complainants never attempted to show that Matrix A is a “code set” of M “codes” with N

“chips,” nor did they try to show that the ’182 patent describes a “modulator that chooses a code”

from Matrix A “in response to the group of data bits.” There is no modulator in the ’182 patent

97

that “chooses a code” from Matrix A “in response to the group of data bits.

5
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Complainants also failed to present evidence that the ’l82 patent discloses, for example,

the following claim limitations associated with the “code set”:

¢ “wherein the code set [Matrix A] is derived from a
complementary code that provides autocorrelation
sidelobes suitable for multipath environments” (claims 22
and 32);

as0 a mixer that modulates a carrier signal in accordance with
the chosen code [from Matrix A]” (claim 23);

0 “a mixer that modulates the phase of at least one carrier
signal in accordance with the selected code [from Matrix
A]” (claim 24);

0 “wherein the phase of the at least one carrier signal is
QPSK modulated in accordance with the selected code
[from Matrix A]” (claim 25);

Q “a scrambler for scrambling the group of data bits [in
response to which the modulator chooses a code from
Matrix A]” (claim 26); and

I “wherein the code set [Matrix A] is derived from a
complementary code, wherein the complementary code is
defined by the sequence ABAB', such that A is a sequence
of elements and B is a sequence of elements and wherein B‘
is derived by inverting all elements in sequence B (Claims
29 and 35).”

JX-0003 (’958 patent) at 12:50-64. Each of these limitations recites a “code set” or a “code”

from the “code set,” which Complainants purport to be Matrix A, but they never explained how

Matrix A meets these limitations. See, e.g., Comp. PostHB at 34-35; Comp. PostHRB at 96-97.

Complainants raised anew theory in their Response to Realtek’s Petition for Review

based on Dr. Katti’s trial testimony that, “[b]ecause there are twelve data bits, there are 2” =

4096 possible codes.” Comp. Resp. to Realtek’s Contingent Pet. for Review, at l4 (Aug. l3,

2013). This argument, however, is inconsistent with Complainants’ earlier position that “Matrix

A . . . explicitly discloses a set of codes in which the number of codewords is greater than the

6
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code length” (Comp. Postl-lB at 33) and “the eight rows [in Matrix A] represent code words”

(Comp. Postl-l.RBat 96). Matrix A is not a “code set” under this new theory, since Matrix A does

not include 4,096 codes, but Matrix A itself is the only disclosure Complainants identified in the

’l 82 patent to show a “code set” with “M>N.” Comp. PostHB at 33-34; Comp. PostHRB at 96.

b. Complainants cannot avoid the admitted absence from
the ’182 patent of “autocorrelation sidelobes suitable
for multipath environments,” a “scrambler,” or
“QPSK” modulation by arguing those limitations would
have been obvious.

Dr. Katti conceded that the ’574 application (and corresponding ’182 patent) contains no

specific disclosure of certain claim limitations, including:

I “a complementary code that provides autocorrelation
sidelobes for multipath environments” (claims 22 and 32,
and claims 23-26, which depend on claim 22) (Hg. Tr.
(Katti) at 186019-l6);

0 “at least one carrier signal is QPSK modulated in
accordance with the selected code” (claim 25) (id. at
186019-l6); and

0 “a scrambler for scrambling the group of data bits”
(claims 26, 32, and 35) (id. at l86():2l-l86l:2).

Dr. Katti argued these elements would have been obvious:

~ “[A] person of ordinary skill in the art would have known
that OFDM systems were suitable l'or multipath, and
therefore would have been able to apply the teachings of
the ‘182 Patent (specifically its code design) to the problem
of communication in inultipath environments.“ CX-|641C
(Katti Direct WS) at QA 141.

0 “The ‘l82 Patent explicitly discusses two other variants of
Phase Shift Keying —8-PSK and BPSK. As QPSK is just
another variant of Phase Shifi Keying . .. a person of
ordinary skill in the art would have understood the ‘l82
Patent to disclose phase shift keying generally, which
would include QPSK.” Id. at Q/\ I42 (citation omitted).

7
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0 “[A] person of ordinary skill in the art would have
understood the ‘182 Patent to disclose an invention in
which a data scrambler could be incorporated.” Id. at
QA 143.

Complainants’ admissions establish that the ’l 82 patent does not supply support for these

claims because such support requires an express disclosure of that element “within the four

corners of the specification” sufficient to convey that the inventor was actually in possession of

the claimed e1ement.AriadPharms., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & C0., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir.

2010). “[A] description that merely renders the invention obvious does not satisfy the

requirement.” Id. at 1352; see also P0wer()asis, 522 F.3d at 1306 (“[T]he written description

requirement is not a question ofwhether one skilled in the art might be able to construct the

patentee’s device from the teachings of the disclosure. . . . Rather, it is a question whether the

application necessarily discloses that particular device.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).

For “a complementary code that provides autocorrelation sidelobes for multipath

environments,” Complainants argue that an equation in the ’182 patent discloses this term

(Comp. PostHRB at 96) based on conclusory testimony of Dr. Katti (CX-1641C (Katti) at

QA 137). Dr. Katti’s testimony is insufficient for many reasons.

First, he does not demonstrate how, at the time of the filing date ofthe ’l82 patent, Mr.

van Nee had possession of “a modulator that chooses code having N chips in response to the

group of data bits, the code being a member of a code set that includes M codes, wherein M>N,

and wherein the code set is derived from a complementary code that provides autocorrelation

sidelobes suitable for multipath environments,” as claims 22-26 and 32 require. Second, he cites

nothing in the ’182 patent where a modulator chooses such a code in response to the group of

data bits, the code being a member of a code set that is M>N and that is derived from a

complementary code that provides autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments.

8
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Third, he argues it is known that certain codes derived from the equation of the ’182 patent have

autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments, but does not show where the ’l 82

patent discloses this, explain how the single equation discloses the genus of complementary

codes that provide autoeorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments, or present

evidence showing the genus is inherent. See id.; P(m'er'Oas1's,522 F.3d at l3l0 (finding

analogous expert testimony insufficient). Dr. Katti merely opines that an equation in the ’182

patent makes “autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments” obvious (CX

1641C (Katti) at QA l37), but “[o]bviousness simply is not enough.” P0wer()asis, 522 F.3d at

l3l0. The ’l 82 patent describes using complementary codes for a different purpose, “low PAP

[peak-to-average power] ratio,” and does not mention “autoeorrelation,” “sidelobes,” or

“multipath.” CX-0878 (’l 82 patent) at l:34-38; RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 295.

Complainants initially argued that the ’l 82 patent’s mention of two variants of Phase

Shift Keying, 8-PSK and BPSK, was a disclosure ofall variants of PSK, including QPSK. Comp.

Postl-lB at 35. In in their Posthearing Reply Brief, however, they changed their position and

argued that the ’182 patent’s “disclosure of phase-shift keying izselfis a disclosure of QPSK.”

Comp. PostHRB at 96 (emphasis in original). The ’l82 patent, however, only refers to two

variants, 8-PSK and BPSK. CX-0878 (’ l 82 patent) at 2:53-55, 5:61, 6:38, 7:41-43; CX-l64lC

(Karti Direct WS) at QA l42; Comp. Postl—IBat 35. “[A] sufticient description of a genus []

requires the disclosure of either a representative number of species falling with the scope of the

genus or structural features common to the members of the genus so that one of skill in the art

can visualize or recognize the members of the genus,” which “depends upon the state ofthe art

and the nature and breadth of the genus.” Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inca, 645 F.3d

1336, 1352 (Fed. Cir. 2011). Complainants presented no evidence as to the nature and breadth of

9
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PSK or any structural features common to members of PSK, and no evidence that the disclosure

of 8-PSK and BPSK is representative of all PSK. Dr. Katti’s conclusory sentence that “a person

of ordinary skill in the art would have understood the ‘I82 Patent to disclose phase shift keying

generally” is not sufficient. CX-l64lC (Katti Direct WS) at QA I42; P0werOa.r1's,522 F.3d at

I310 (finding “conclusory expert declaration was not sufficient to raise a genuine issue of

material fact” regarding written description).

For the term “scrambler,” Complainants cited nothing in the ’l82 patent as written

description support (Comp. PostHRB at 96), and thus failed to show description “in sufficient

detail that one skilled in the art can clearly conclude that the inventor invented the claimed

invention as of the filing date sought.” P0werOa.s'is, 522 F.3d at I306. Instead, Dr. Katti testified

that “a person of ordinary skill in the art would have understand the ’l82 Patent to disclose an

invention in which a data scrambler could be incorporated.” CXI 641C (Katti Direct WS) at QA

I43-44. This obviousness argument does not show the prior application has support for this

element. P0werOasz's, 522 F.3d at 1310.

Complainants cite Dr. Katti’s testimony, “I understand that Dr. Heegard testified during

his deposition that a scrambler is ‘pretty much inherit [sic] in any kind of digital communication

systems’ and thus would not have to be explicitly disclosed. Heegard Dep. at 309. I agree with

that characterization ofa scrambler.” CX-l64lC (Katti Direct WS) at QA I44; Comp. PostHRB

at 96. “To establish inherency, the extrinsic evidence must make clear that the missing

descriptive matter is necessarily present in the thing described in the reference . . . . Inherency,

however, may not be established by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a certain

thing may result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficient.” In re Robertson, I69 F.3d

743, 745 (Fed. Cir. I999) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). Complainants provide

l0
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no context for the snippet of Dr. Heegard’s testimony that Dr. Katti cites, but even on its face,

Dr. Heegard was speaking only generally that scramblers are “pretty much inherit [sic],” i.e.,

common, in digital communications systems. Dr. Heegard’s testimony does not show, and

Complainants presented no evidence, that “the missing [scrambler] is necessarily present in the

thing described in the [’l 82 patent].” In re Robertson, 169 F.3d at 745. Probably or possibly

present is not sufficient. Id. On this point, Dr. Heegard testified that the ’182 patent neither

mentions a scrambler nor includes adequate description to clearly convey to those skilled in the

art that the applicant was in possession of the invention claimed as of filing date of the ’l 82

patent. RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 57, 309.

C. 9. Please discuss and cite the record evidence, if any, that shows the
asserted claims of the ’958 patent are invalid as being anticipated or
rendered obvious by Prasad. Assuming the priority date of the ’958
patent is April 22, 1998, please discuss and cite the record evidence, if
any, that shows the combination of the Harris Proposal in view of the
van Nee article, and the combination of the Proakis textbook in view
of the Weathers patent render the asserted claims of the ’958patent
obvious.

1. Prasad anticipates or renders obvious the asserted claims of
the ’958 patent.

a. Prasad anticipates claims 22-24 because the only
limitation Complainants admitted was missing from
Prasad is present under a proper interpretation of the
scope of those claims.

Complainants concede that Prasad is prior art and discloses all limitations of claims 22

24, except “l\/.l>N.”Comp. PostHRB at 109-l0; Hg. Tr. (Katti) at l799:l-7. Dr. Katti conceded

that Prasad discloses “M>N” when the code set includes “inversions”:

Q. S0 you agree that the term M greater than N, in the claims of
the ‘958 patent, the only limitation you claim is not satisfied by
Prasad[,] would actually be satisfied by including inversions. Yes?

A. if you are to include inversions, yes, Prasad would satisfy M
greater than N.

ll
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Hg. Tr. (Katti) at 1807124-l808:5; see also CX-1641C (Katti Direct WS) at QA 174, 177.

Complainants conceded this as well. “There are M such codewords [in Prasad], and the number

of sequences in a codeword is equal to the number of codewords. Prasad also teaches that 2M

codewords can be generated by inverting the sequences in each codeword.” Comp. Postl-IB

at 403 (emphasis in original). Complainants changed their position in their Reply Brief, arguing

that Prasad does not satisfy M>N when including inversions, but did so only in a conclusory

sentence with no citation to the record. Comp. PostHRB at 110.

Before filing their Reply Brief, Complainants argued that the claims did not include the

inversions in Prasad because they were “disclaimed during the prosecution of the [application

that became the ’182 patent] .” Comp. Post]-IBat 404. This was a losing position because

disclaimer arises only where “‘the patentee unequivocally and unambiguously disavows a certain

meaning I0 obzain a palem‘,’” as Complainants concede. Comp. Postl-lB at 457 (emphasis in

original) (quoting Biogen, Inc. v. Glax0SmithK{ine LLC, 713 F.3d I090, 1095 (Fed. Cir. 2013)).

Complainants made no showing of an unequivocal, unambiguous disavowal. See id. at 404.

The prosecution history shows no disclaimer. See Resp. PostHB at 40-47, 109. Early in

the prosecution, Agere included a claim limitation that “said N > M [sic] relationship is

independent of any inversions,” but removed it after the Examiner continued to reject the claims

in view of prior art meeting the claimed property of“M>N,” “independent of any inversions.” Id

Agere incorporated other limitations, which the Examiner cited in the reasons for allowance. Id.

Neither Agere nor the Examiner ever stated that the asserted claims exclude inversions, nor was

excluding inversions an argument or basis for allowance of the asserted claims. Id. The asserted

claims do not recite “independent of any inversions” or have similar language, which is
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consistent with the patent’s description of inversions as one embodiment. JX-0003 (’958 patent)

at 7:62-63 (“In this example, there are 16 codes, which can be inverted to get 32 codes.”).

Because there was no disclaimer of inversions, the claims include them. As Complainants

concede (Hg. Tr. (Katti) at l807:24-l 808:5), that renders the claims anticipated.

In addition, unrebutted evidence shows that Prasad discloses M>N even without

inversions. RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 341-44. For a code set where M=l6, Prasad

discloses that the length of each sequence and set “can vary in length from 2 bits to 32 bits.” RX

0590 (Prasad - Data Transmission) at 837MEDIATEK000023289, 23291 (fig. 4d); RX-0006C

(Heegard Direct WS) at QA 335, 344. Thus, Prasad discloses, among other code sets, a code set

where M = 16 and N = 2, satisfying the claimed property “l\/l>N.” Complainants never addressed

these facts, and instead argued that the only code set “clearly disclosed” in Prasad has M=4 and

N=l 6. Comp. Resp. to .Realtek’s Contingent Pet. ForReview, at 19 (Aug. 13, 2013). This

argument fails because the code set Complainants identified is just one of several embodiments

Prasad discloses. See RX-0590 (Prasad - Data Transmission) at 837l\/lEDlATE.K000023289,

23291 (fig. 4d); RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 335, 344.

b. Prasad renders obvious the asserted claims.

The remaining asserted claims—claims 25. 26, 29, 32, and 354contain only three

limitations absent from claims 22-24:

0 “the phase of the at least one carrier signal is QPSK
modulated in accordance with the selected codc”
(claim 25);

o “a scrambler for scrambling the group of data bits”
(claims 26, 32, 35); and

Q “the complementary code is defined by the sequence
ABAB’, such that A is a sequence of elements and B is a
sequence of elements and B’ is derived by inverting all
elements in the sequence B” (claims 29, 35).

13
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Complainants concede that these limitations were well known in the prior art (see, e.g., Hg. Tr.

(Katti) at l8l8:20-1819110, 1822111-19, 182316-12, 1855116-25) and presented no relevant

argument to rebut Dr. Heegard’s analysis that a person of ordinary skill would have found it

obvious to combine any of these limitations with the system in Prasad or any other digital

modulation system. RX-0006C (Heegard WS) at QA 518-38.

Dr. Katti did not rebut Dr. Heegard’s conclusion that it would be obvious for a person of

skill in the art to incorporate QPSK modulation into the system of Prasad. See CX-1641C (Katti

Direct WS) at QA 291. Dr. Katti conceded that QPSK was known in the prior art (Hg. Tr. (Katti)

at 1855221-25)and would have been obvious from the disclosure of another variant of phase

shifi keying (PSK) (CX-1641C (Katti Direct WS) at QA 142). In fact, Prasad makes QPSK

obvious because it teaches a variant QFPSK, “DPSK [differential phase-shift keying].” RX-0590

(Prasad) at 837lVlEDlATEK000023287.

Dr. Katti also did not rebut Dr. Heegard’s conclusion that it would be obvious for a

person of skill in the art to incorporate a scrambler into the system of Prasad (see CX-1641C

(Katti Direct WS) at QA 292), agreed that scramblers were known to persons of ordinary skill

before the invention date of the ’958 patent (Hg. Tr. (Katti) at l855:l6-20), and testified that a

“scrambler” would be in any kind of digital communication system (CX-1641 C (Katti RWS) at

QA 143-44).

He also conceded that “a complementary code defined by the sequence ABAB’” simply

refers to Marcel Golay’s original “rule for length expansion” of complementary codes (Hg. Tr.

(Katti) at 1818220-1819110), and that not only did the ’958 patent cite Go1ay’s 1961 paper (RX

0563 (Golay —Complementary Series)), but many references cited Golay’s paper for the ABAB'

expansion rule. Hg. Tr. (Katti) at l822:l 1-19, l823:6-12. There is no dispute that persons of
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ordinary skill in the art at the time of the ’958 patent knew that Golay’s rule of combining the

complementary codes A and B in the form ABAB’ would generate a new. longer complementary

code. See RX-0563 (Golay —Complementary Series) at 837MED1ATEKOOO005404-05

(explaining as method of “general synthesis” that complementary series may be “Formed by

appending the series A and B, and the series A and 13”’).

Although Complainants argued that the significance of this limitation “is not the ABAB’

sequence itself . . . but the fact it could be used to generate more complementary sequences”

(Comp. P0stHB at 415), the ABAB‘ form appears only as an incidental property of the

complementarycode {ll 1-lll-11111-l-1-ll-1} in Table 3, with no accompanying benefits or

properties. IX-0003 C958 patent) at col. 6:17-20. Because Prasad teaches a recursive procedure

for generating code sets from any complementary code, it would have been obvious for a person

of ordinary skill in the art to implement the Prasad system using the form ABAB’. RX-0006C

(Heegard Direct WS) at QA 525-27.

2. The combination of the Harris Proposal and van Nee article
renders obvious the asserted claims of the ’958 patent.

Complainants’ expert, Dr. Katti, conceded that the combination ofthe Harris Proposal

and van Nee 1996 render the asserted claims invalid if the priority date of the ’958 patent is April

22, l998:

Q. Okay. Now, in your opinion, then, if the van Nee 1996
paper were prior art, it would disclose or render obvious
every asserted limitation of the ’958 patent asserted claims,
right?

A. If the priority date -- if the date for the ’958 patent was
1998, then this would be prior art and in that case, yes it
would.
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Hg. Tr. (Katti) at 187729-16. Complainants offered no rebuttal either, other than contesting the

priority date. RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 359-420, 478-84, 643-63; CX-1641C

(Katti Direct WS) at QA 269-82; Comp. PostHB at 417-18.

To argue that van Nee 1996 is not prior art to the ’958 patent (Comp. PostHB at 417),

Complainants assert that “the disclosure of van Nee 1996 is similar to that of the ‘182 patent,”

and ifthat article is also similar enough to the claims to invalidate them, the ‘182 patent is

similar enough to those claims to provide an earlier filing date for the asserted claims.1d. at 412

(“lt is inconsistent to argue that the ‘182 Patent fails to disclose the claims of the ‘958 Patent and

also argue that van Nee 1996 renders those claims obvious”). The argument, however, ignores

the fact that an earlier application must disclose all the claim elements to provide an earlier

priority date, but if it merely renders the claims obvious, it does not provide a basis for an earlier

filing date. P0werOasi.s', 522 F.3d at 1306; Tronzo v. Biomet, 156 F.3d 1154, 1158 (Fed. Cir.

1998). That limitations may be obvious to a person of skill in the art in 1998 does not overcome

the fact that the claims were not actually described in the ’l82 patent in 1996. See id.

Respondents only argue that van Nec 1996 renders the claims-at-issue obvious, so there is no

inconsistency in arguing that the ’l82 patent, even if it were identical to van nee 1996, does not

allow the claims to have an earlier filing date.

3. The combination of Proakis and Weathers renders obvious the
asserted claims of the ’958 patent.

The combination of Proakis and Weathers renders obvious the asserted claims of the ’958

patent. Resp. PostHB at 116-20; Resp. PostHRB at 49-50; RX-0006C (Heegard WS) at QA 433

54, 542-620. Complainants conceded that Proakis discloses all limitations of the asserted claims,

except for a “complementary code that provides autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for

[multipathl environments.” Comp. PostHB at 415. They also conceded that Weathers discloses
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“group-complementary codes” that have favorable “autocorrelation properties.” Id. at 408-09;

RX-0099 (Weathers ’288) at 2:27-31 (“very low or zero temporal sidelobes in the

autocorrelation function”). Because Complainants’ own interpretation of the term

“autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments” requires only “low”

autocorrelation sidelobes (I-lg.Tr. (Katti) at 1846:7-18), the combination of Proakis and

Weathers discloses all asserted claim elements.

4. Secondary considerations do not negate obviousness.

Complainants’ corporate witness on secondary considerations of nonobviousness,

1X-04301
!Tr.) at 499:4-501:15. The ALJ foundthe contradictionbetween Complainants’corporate

position and their expert “an indication of the persuasive value of the [expert’s] opinions,”

namely zero. Order No. 79 at 2. There are no secondary considerations to overcome the showing

of obviousness. Resp. PostHB at 120-22; Resp. PostHRB at 51; RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS)

at QA 666-77.

Even without this inconsistency, there is no basis for relying on secondary considerations

to overcome the finding of obviousness. Dr. Katti rested his opinions on secondary

considerations on the testimony of Dr. Negus (CX-1641C (Katti RWS) at QA 752-54), who

offered no documentation or data to substantiate his opinions (CX-1643C (Negus Rebuttal WS)

at QA 6-38). The Commission should ignore such conclusory testimony. See P0werOasis, 522

F.3d at 1310 (finding “conclusory expert declaration was not sufficient to raise a genuine issue of

material fact” regarding written description).
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D. 10. What record evidence supports or does not support the conclusion
that U.S. Patent Application No. 08/155,661was abandoned in
December 2001 because the applicant failed to file a reply to the
Office Action mailed on June 7, 2001 within the six-month statutory
deadline (35 U.S.C. § 133)? Please discuss and cite the record
evidence, if any, showing proof of the USPTO’s grant of an extension
in December 2001.

U.S. Patent Application No. 08/155,661 (“the ’66l application”) was abandoned in

December 2001, because the applicant failed to file a reply to the Office Action mailed on June

7, 2001, within the six-month statutory deadline. Resp. PostHB at 135-37.1The only evidence

Complainants cited to show otheiwise were the file histories of the ’661 application (RX-1165)

and U.S. Patent No. 6,707,867 (“thc ’867 patent) (JX-0006). Comp. PostHB at 40, n.3; Comp.

PostHRB at 127-28. The ’867 patent file history only shows an attempt to claim priority to the

’66l application, not whether the ’66l application was co-pending, and the ’66l file history

shows that the ’66l application was abandoned before the ’867 patent application was filed on

March 7, 2002.

On June 7, 2001, the Examiner issued an Office Action rejecting all pending claims in the

"661 application. RX-1165 (’66l File History) at REA837lTC00000607. The Office Action

stated that, “in no event [] may a reply be timely filed after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing

date of this communication” (id. at REA837lTC00000608), which gave the applicants until

December 7, 2001 to respond (id. (“Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply

will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133)”). The ’66l

I RX-l 165 (’66l File History) at REA837lTC00000627 (Notice of Abandonment Forfailure to
respond to the June 2001 Office Action); 35 U.S.C. § 133 (six-month deadline to respond to
office action or application goes abandoned); 37 C.F.R. § l.136(b) (“in no situation may an
applicant reply later than the maximum time period set by statute”); see Urologix, Inc. v.
Pr0staLundAB, 227 F. Supp. 2d 1033, 1038-39 (E.D. Wis. 2002) (holding that the PTO lacked
authority even to waive non-statutory response period, because the patentee had failed to comply
with statutory fee requirement Forextension).
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file history contains no response the June 2001 Office Action, and on October 27, 2003, the

Examiner issued a Notice of Abandonment, stating that the application is abandoned in view of

“Applicant’s failure to timely file a proper reply to the Office letter mailed on 07 June 2001.” Id.

at REA837lTC0000627.

Complainants argued that they filed an extension of timc and Notice of Appeal on

December 7, 200l , and that “it was the failure to respond afler the extensions oflime were

granted that led to abandonment.” Comp. PostHRB at 127-28 (emphasis in original). A Notice of

Appeal could be a “proper reply,” if in proper form, but the Notice of Abandonment states that

“no reply has been received.” See RX-l 165 (’66l File History) at REA837ITCO0000627. The

record includes no extension of time or Notice of Appeal.

The Table of Contents of the ’66l file history refers to an “Ext. ofTi1ne” and “Notice of

Appeal,” but no corresponding documents appear the file history. Id. at REA837ITC0000O399.

Complainants also provided no copies, although that would make no difference. The “Date

Received or Mailed” for both entries is January 8, 2002, which is more than one month after the

six-month statutory deadline of December 7, 2001. Id. There is a notation “CM 12-7-01” next to

the “Ext. of Time” entry, but there is no such notation next to the “Notice of Appeal” entry. Id.

Thus, even if the PTO received something in January 2002, the contemporaneous evidence in the

Notice of Abandonment states that “no reply has been received,” and if something was received,

the PTO found it was not a “proper reply.” Id. at REA837lTC00000627. The applicants never

challenged or sought to correct these findings.

Complainants conceded that, unless the asserted claims are accorded a filing date earlier

than March 7, 2002, European Patent No. 0615363 (RX-0299), is prior art and anticipates the

asserted claims. RX-0006C (Heegard Direct WS) at QA 989-98; Comp. PostHB at 507.
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Complainants were “obligated to come forward with evidence to the contrary,” i.e., “evidence to

prove entitlement to claim priority to an earlier filing date.” P0werOas1'.s',522 F.3d at l305-06.

Their failure to present such evidence dooms its position on these points.

Complainants also refer to a petition for extension of time dated March 7, 2002 (Comp.

PostHRB at 128), but the abandonment occurred in December 2001, so this petition has no

relevance to the issue. The March 2002 petition cannot extend the time for reply beyond the

December 2001 deadline. See 35 U.S.C. § 133; 37 C.F.R. § l.136(b); see Urologix, 227 F. Supp.

2d at l03 8-39. lt also does not show the filing ofa “proper reply" on December 7, 2001. The

March 2002 petition is in the file and a Notice of Appeal is not, which further suggests that

Whatever the PTO may have received in January 2002, if anything, was not a “proper reply.”

E. ll. Please discuss and cite any record evidence of the standard
essential nature of the ’663, the ’958,and the ’867 patents.

Even before the ’958 and ’867 patents issued,

l '|

iill

See, e.g., RX-1 l6lC

) at LSlAgere837-00426157, -00426186

); see also Comp. PostHB at 572 (asserting that products

are “protected by the ‘867 and ‘958 patents” merely because they “comply or are compatible

with the IEEE 802.1 lb, 802.1 lg, and/or 802.1 ln standards”); Comp. PostHRB at 187 (same)?

2Complainants asserted the ’958 and ’867 patents are essential to the lEEE 802.1 lg and 802.1 ln
standards based on their backwards compatibility with lEEE 802.1 lb. Comp. PostHB at 24.
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CX-l599C (Waskiewicz WS) at QA 47. in response

toaninterrogatory,Complainantsaverred,‘

RX-247% tcomvlaimts’ Third SUPP‘

Responses to Funai’s First interrogatories) at 114; RX-0009C (Leonard WS) at QA 25, 42-48.

Complainants stipulated in their Second Amended Complaint that the ’958 and ’867

patents are essential and maintained this position throughout this Investigation. Second Am.

Comp. 1|89 (“[T]he Accused Wi-Fi Products incorporating Wi-Pi Component Suppliers’

802.1lb/g-compliant Wi—Fichips all incorporate claimed features of the van Nee ’958 patent

central to the practice ofthe 802.1 l b/g standards. See Ex. 8

Consistent with Complainants’ position that the patents are standards essential, although

Dr. Negus cited Realtek source code for some limitations, he based his infringement contentions

for each claim limitation on the IEEE 802.1 l standards, and for some limitations, only the

standards. See, e.g., CX-l 596C (Negus Direct WS) at QA 174-281, 293, 300-475, 486.
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F. 12. Please discuss, in light of the statutory language, legislative
history, the Commission's prior decisions, and relevant court
decisions, including Inter Digital C0mmc’ns,LLC v.Int’! Trade
C0mm’n, 690 F.3d 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2012), 707 F.3d 1295 (Fed. Cir.
2013), and Microsoft Corp. v. Int 'l Trade Comm 'n, Nos. 2012-1445, 
1535 (Oct. 3, 2013), whether establishing a domestic industry based on
licensing under 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (a)(3)(C) requires proof of “articles
protected by the patent" (i.e., a technical prong). If so, please identify
and describe the evidence in the record that establishes articles
protected by the asserted patents.

Realtek defers to the arguments presented by Funai in response to Issue No. l2. Realtek

also notes that this issue is currently under review in Investigation No. 337-TA-800.

III. CONCLUSION

For these reasons, the Commission should find that: (l) the ’958 patent is not entitled to

the July 30, 1996 filing date of the ’l82 patent, because the ’182 patent lacks written description

of the asserted claims; (2) Prasad anticipates or renders obvious the asserted claims of the ’958

patent; (3) the combination of the Harris Proposal and van Nee 1996 article renders obvious the

asserted claims of the ’958 patent; (4) the combination oFProakis and Weathers renders obvious

the asserted claims of the ’958 patent; (5) the ’867 patent is not entitled to the filing date of the

’66l application, because the ’66l application was abandoned in December 2001 before the ’867

patent application was filed; and (6) Complainants admitted that the ’958 and ’867 patents are

standard-essential.
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